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Radio Frequency Climate Manipulation Amounts To
Weather Warfare
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Climate engineering is  a completely runaway juggernaut of  total  insanity.  The planet’s
climate system is unraveling by the day as the geoengineers try frantically to control it with
ever more desperate and destructive measures (which were a primary cause of the climate
disintegration  in  the  first  place).  As  the  photograph  below  clearly  shows,  powerful  radio
frequency transmissions have a profound effect on clouds that have been aerosolized by the
jet aircraft spraying of toxic electrically conductive heavy metals.

RF transmissions over the Prince Edward Islands can be seen in the image below.
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Massive Aerosol operations off the west coast of the North American continent, such heavy
spraying is used in conjunction with RF transmissions.

Bizarre  cloud  configurations  commonly  occur  due  to  the  radio  frequency  bombardment  of
the atmosphere for climate modification purposes.

Lake Superior/Arrowhead region of N. Minnesota

The following image is from the Eastern Pacific, June 26, 2015. The 90 degree angle cut out
of the aerosolized cloud cover is a signature of RF influence.
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After over 65 years of climate “intervention”, very real damage has been done to the
Earth’s life support systems (along with countless other forms of anthropogenic destruction
to the biosphere). The climate engineers are now appear to be attempting to use the very
same  intervention  methods  which  caused  the  damage  in  the  first  place,  to  mitigate  the
harm  already  done.  There  is  no  sanity  in  this  equation.  The  visible  RF  influence  in  the
noctilucent cloud image below indicates probable evidence of project “LUCY” and project
“ALAMO” at work. The ongoing radio frequency saturation in our atmosphere is extremely
harmful to living organisms, including us.

The 2 minute video below is an excellent capture of RF manipulation on weather systems, it
is shocking and well worth the time to view.

If we are to have any chance whatsoever of salvaging the planet’s life support systems,
climate engineering must be exposed and halted. Make you voice heard.
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